CONTINUOUS BELAY SYSTEM
Anchorage Parts
PACK 1

> Ready to set up

MATRIX [MAC 3] + CONICAL PLATE [ACB 3-5] + BOLTS

-A
 minimalist anchorage for all games and zip lines

up to 20 meters
- The conical shape allows a smooth and very intuitive passage
of the hook
- Color Blue or Raw *. Custom engraving

PACK 2

> Ready to set up

MATRIX [MAC 3] + PLATE [ACB 9-6] + BOLTS

-S
 lippage 60kn

- Anchorage for zip lines from 20 to 100 meters
- Color Blue or Raw *. Custom engraving

PACK 3

> Ready to set up

2 packs available allowing up and
down vertical sections, equipment
for intermediate points
MATRIX [MAC2] + PLATE
- Securing either ends of
[ACB 8-5] + BOLTS
the courses
- Te 70: specially designed for
Via Ferrata and special supports
(rock, wooden frame)
- Color Blue / Gross *.
Custom engraving

PACK 4
MATRIX [MAC 7] + PLATE [ACB 6-7] + BOLTS

MATRIX [MAC2] + PLATE
[ACB 9-5] + BOLTS

> Ready to set up

- Anchorage specially designed for large zip lines,
over 100 meters
- Created in partnership with the world’s largest zipline park
- Slip 90 kn
- Color Red or Raw *. Custom engraving

SAFETY HOOKS
- SEVEN CE

- ACB 4-10 CE

[Ref. Seven]

[Ref. ACB 4-10] + BOLTS

- The Seven CE. Breaking strength 23 kN
and 15 kn on the minor axis
- First self-closing hook
WORLD
- 300g

The classic ACB 4-10 CE.
- Breaking strength 25kn and 12kn
on the minor axis.
- 200g

PREMIERE

DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION OF CONTINUOUS BELAY SYSTEM
For any further questions, contact:
E-Mail: Info@AmericanAdventurePark.com OFFICE: (770)214-1390

REMINDER ON PARTS
- The packs are sold ready to set up: a fast undeniable mounting
- Role of the back up: securing either ends of the courses
- Role of the matrix: it replaces the cable clamps and allows more fluidity
without damaging the cable
- All stainless steel plates have milled edges (softness to touch and use)

CBS (Transfer Unit)

* Possibility to anodize your
parts with additional colors.
3 €/Part

Specific engraving of
your pieces with your logo
or text 2 €/Part

> Ready to set up

[Ref. RUPT 3.0]

- Set of 3 pieces allowing to make displacements
such Trazan’s jumps, big climbs, sliding games
- Avoids the discomfort caused by a follower cable
- This set is operated with one hand by simply rotation
- Free and compulsory annual review
- Red color

CROSS PLATE

Coming soon

[ Ref. ACB 7-6]

-R
 esistance 80 kn

- Multidirectionality: loopholes, bifurcation,
escape way, overtake
- Directional selection by rotation of the hook
- Big games and zip lines

MATRIX
[ Ref. MAC 4] + BOLTS

- Ideal for replacing your cable clamps on ACB 6-6

- Quick mounting (bolts included)
- Color Red or Raw *

ANCHORAGE PLATE
[ Ref. ACB 6-6]

-A
 316 stainless steel base more resistant than usable cables (+90 kn)

- Allows zip-lines without limit of range. Milled edges for a
very fluid hook
- Mounting with 12 mm cable clamps or MAC 4 corresponding

ARTICULATED PLATFORM

MINI PLATFORM
30X40

- Classic articulated platform. Douglas framed and Class 4 grooved floor
- A tilting set ready to install (on twisted trees)
- Replacement of old platforms, creation of a helical staircase...
- Set up in 5 minutes and does not damage trees, can easily be adjusted
- Different sizes possible
- The straps are not delivered, different models exist

PLATFORM 50X60

ZIP LINE
PLATFORM 50X60
wv
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